
 
   

Fairway Snake 
Undo the Dew 
 

The Fairway Snake is an IPM management tool engineered to remove 
dew, clippings, and dried worm castings from fairways in a single pass. 
Its patented design allows it to maneuver and adjust to all the dips and 
dives of the landscape. 
 
The Fairway Snake is gentle on turf as it rolls across the fairway, but 
durable enough to withstand routine trips around the golf course.  
 

Material 

Weighted Polypropylene 

Material Properties  

UV and water resistant 

Weight 

½ lbs. per foot 

Available lengths 

100’, 150’ & 200’  

 

www.belchimturf.ca 
Grover  647 225 8035 paul.grotier@belchim.com 
BJ   416 457 7785  billyjoe.carey@belchim.com 
Big Bear 519 820 8929  barry.johnson@belchim.com 
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Gentle on Turf 

Durable 

Hugs the Fairway 
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Fairway Snake Specifications 

Fairway Snake 

Fairway Snake Sizing Guide 

Fairway Snake Benefits  

Hugs the Fairway 
The Fairway Snake's weighted core forces it across the contours of the course to ensure a clean fairway in a single pass. In 
addition to the weight, the Fairway Snake’s flexibility allows it to maneuver and adjust to all the dips and dives of the 
landscape.  
 

Durable 
The braiding process adds incredible strength to the Fairway Snake. The more pull that is exerted, the more each fiber locks 
into place creating strength, durability, and reliability.  The Fairway Snake is also UV and water resistant and has a special 
coating for improved wear tolerance. 
 

Gentle on Turf & Turf Equipment 
The Fairway Snake comes with a unique end unit assembly system so the Fairway Snake  
rolls or spins over the turf, unlike conventional "dragging" tools. The spinning  
action minimizes the stress on the turf, and allows for the use of less  
powerful equipment for pulling the Fairway Snake, freeing up  
heavy duty utility vehicles for other jobs.  
 

One Year Guarantee 
The Fairway Snake was built to work and built to last –  
that's why Belchim Turf offers a one-year guarantee  
on all Fairway Snakes.  Belchim Turf will replace  
any Fairway Snake that breaks due to normal  
use within one year from the date of purchase.  
For more details, please contact Belchim Turf. 

Fairway Width Fairway Snake 
Recommended length Feet Yards Metres 

25 - 75 8 - 25 8 – 23 100 ft  (30 m) 

76 - 125 25 - 42 23 – 38 150 ft  (45 m) 

126 - 175 42 - 58 38 - 54 200 ft  (60 m) 

 

Use Pattern Benefit 

Removal of dew and guttation water 
IPM strategy for reducing disease pressure 
Dry shoes for early morning golfers 
Clean appearance 

Improved cut Stands turf up for a cleaner cut 

Clipping dispersal Clean appearance 

Break-up dried earthworm castings 
Clean appearance 
Reduce wear and tear of mower blades 

 

Choosing the proper length is simple but important.    
We recommend a Fairway Snake that is 25 feet longer than your 
widest fairway. This will provide the necessary slack to clean all 
fairways in a single pass.   
 

Fairway Snake is a registered trademark of Belchim Crop Protection Canada  
 


